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road network, which can be found in many metropolitan cities, can still cause significant traffic congestion. These
spots in the network decreases capacity significantly; therefore, it is important to analyze them in detail.
There is a significant impact of bus stops on traffic flow. Hence, in this study, the location of the lane drops and
the speed of the buses in the bus stopping zones where the buses frequently stop are evaluated. In this way, the
effects of these congestion locations in the network can be analyzed in a much better way.
Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) using sensor technologies1, beside the classical methods, are being used
more commonly in order to identify the problems of the network. In addition to static detectors, such as RTMS and
loop detectors, floating car data can be used in order to analyze the network2 and by using trajectory data,
problematic spots in the network can be detected with less effort3. The fact that the new public transportation
vehicles are equipped with GPS equipment, it has been suggested that these vehicles can be used for collecting
trajectory data4.
Istanbul, the most populated city in Turkey, has nearly 15 million inhabitants. There are three main public
transportation modes in Istanbul; road, rail and sea transportation. Road transportation includes bus, bus rapid transit,
minibus, private service and taxi. Rail transportation is composed of metro, light rail train, tram, Marmaray (rail
transportation, connecting European side to the Asian side under the Bosphorus strait), funicular and cable car.
Whereas, sea transportation contains ferry and private sea boat. Mode share of public transportation and road
transportation is shown in Figure 1. 13 million passengers are commuting by public transportation in Istanbul
everyday (2015). The biggest pie belongs to road transport with %77. Buses constitute 30% of road transport5.

Fig. 1. Mode share of Istanbul public transportation and public road transportation (IETT, (2015). IETT Statistical Report, İstanbul)

In cities, like Istanbul, where public bus transportation mode is widely being used, problematic spots in the road
network can be detected using buses as probes. The areas where buses frequently stop may indicate bottlenecks.
These bottlenecks are affected by some characterizations of route segments such as crowded bus stops, lane-drops,
and traffic lights. In this study, probabilities of stopping of buses on each route segments are calculated using bus
GPS data. Then, the effects of lane-drops on these probabilities are displayed.
2. Methodology
GPS trajectory data of buses that are in service during one month (April 2016) are obtained from Istanbul Electric
Tram and Tunnel Company (IETT) in comma separated vector (CSV) format. A bus route, which has a variety of
traffic density and number of lanes, is selected. The selected bus route (43R) data is analyzed to identify single trips
between stations for separating the data in time windows using R-Stats software.
The raw input data consists of vehicle locations measured by GPS. Each measured point consists of a timestamped latitude/longitude pair. The roads are also represented in a conventional manner using a graph of nodes and
links. The nodes are at intersections, dead ends, and changes in road names. The links represent road segments
between the nodes.
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Some links are directional to indicate one-way roads. Each node has an associated latitude/longitude to indicate
its location, and each link has a polyline of latitude/longitude pairs to represent its geometry. Data is in CSV
(Comma-separated values) format and contains 4 columns. Headers are “Bus code, Date time, Longitude, Latitude”
(Table 1).
Table 1: Data structure
BUS CODE
DATE TIME
A-034
01.04.16 06:52:55
A-034
01.04.16 06:53:10
A-034
01.04.16 06:53:25
A-034
01.04.16 06:53:41
A-034
01.04.16 06:53:57

LONGITUDE
29.018093
29.020153
29.022083
29.023415
29.023865

LATITUDE
41.045120
41.045612
41.045925
41.046410
41.047020

Then, the bus stops and route information are digitalized by using the software, namely ArcGIS. The digitalized
information of the selected route includes location data of the bus stops and points of the route in geographic
coordinate system, names of the bus stops and lane numbers of links in the route.
Due to GPS errors, the trajectory data needs to be matched to the selected route line. A geographic library is used
to calculate the nearest point of the route to each trajectory data. Nearest point on the route is assumed as the actual
position of the bus while tracking the distance between point and the route in case of changing route (Figure 2).

Fig. 2. The digitalized bus (43R) route created using ArcGIS.

Two sample time windows are selected: one from peak hour, one from off-peak. Both data are processed to
compute speed information. Stopping points (nodes) are detected for both peak and off-peak times. Average
percentages of stopping possibility in these nodes are calculated for both scenarios.
2.1. Data Processing
On the average, 12 different buses are working on selected route every day, most of which are making around
eight trips, and they generate more than 1.5 million data points in one month. One weekday of a month is selected
for a detailed investigation in peak and off peak hours (Figure 3).
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Fig. 3. Number of lanes, bus stops and stopping points (bottlenecks) on Barbaros and Nispetiye Boulevards.

The number of lanes on 43R line are indicated in Figure 3. The inscriptions pointed out by the black arrows
show the location and the names of the stops. The co-intensity lines are drawn where the bus stops and their
intensity is marked by color.
One can observe 5 intensity groups. The first one is after Dolmabahçe stop, on the spot where the road is not 3
lanes anymore, but 2. The second one starts behind Beşiktaş Meydan, and goes up to Yıldız Teknik Üniversitesi.
The third one is around Zincirlikuyu stop. The fourth starts with the lane drops around the Çarşı stop in Etiler area
and continues until Basın Sitesi stop. The least intensity is observed in Rumelihisarüstü area.
2.2. Map Matching
Trajectory data of buses contain noises leading to detection outside the route. The noises also result in problems
when the aggregated data is analyzed. To avoid these problems, all data points are matched with referenced nodes
whose number is optimized to meaningful minimum number of points.
Geometric approach can be selected as a map matching algorithm for non-complex networks. Simple nearest
match scheme can be implied for simple networks, although it is recommended to add orientation information,
comparing the measured heading to the angle of the road. Additionally, connectivity constraints and curve matching
techniques can be used to improve the map matching algorithm6.
Firstly, the route is obtained in shape (SHP) format. All points which are constructing the route are exported into
coordinates. Matrix of coordinates is interpolated until there are at least 50 meters between each two adjacent points.
Rows of the matrix are called nodes.
Secondly, simple nearest match scheme is selected due to simplicity of the bus route analyzed. The data points
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are matched to the nearest referenced node. To do that, the nearest nodes to all data points are calculated, and this
information is added to each data point.
2.3. Parsing Speed Information
Data points are sorted by their timestamps and repeating timestamps are removed. Then, successive data points
are compared; time differences are calculated and appended for each row. Although most of the data has 16-second
time difference, there are some exceptions, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Sampling Rate of the whole data
Min.

1st Qu.

Median

Mean

3rd Qu.

Max.

Hertz

0.0055

0.0589

0.0625

0.05921

0.0633

0.0826

Second

181.82

16.98

16.00

16.89

15.80

12.11

Distance between geographic (geodetic) coordinates of successive data points are calculated based on an
ellipsoid (spheroid) model of the world. WGS84 ellipsoid model is used in the calculation, which is using inverse
geodesic function from GeographicLib7. Then, using the time and position differences, average speeds are simply
calculated for each data point.
2.4. Detection of Stopping Points of the Buses
All data points, which have less speed value than threshold speed VS, are labelled as stopped. Threshold speed
calculated with simple bus stopping simulation. As the bus deceleration and acceleration rates 0.19g and 0.15g are
used8, respectively. In the shortest stopping interval case, it is assumed that bus is stopping only 1 second. In 16
seconds period, which is median sampling period of data, the average bus speed is calculated as 5.9 km/h. With
longer stopping cases, average bus speeds will be decreased. Thus, it is claimed that data with less than V S gives
stopping of the buses.
The nodes where buses are stopping the most, according to labelled data, are plotted in Figure 4. The first row
shows only off-peak hours, the second one shows peak hours and the last row shows the cumulative. Additionally,
locations of the bus stops are plotted on each row in order to both differentiate the reason of stopping and compare
the rows easily.
3. Analysis
Public transportation vehicles are expected to behave differently than private vehicles; hence, their stopping
behaviors are different. However, a detection of an unexpected behavior of a bus outside bus stop zones may
indicate a traffic problem concerning all vehicles. For reaching a general conclusion for the network traffic, the
underlying reasons of the stopping behavior should be identified. For the sake of brevity of this article, effects of bus
stops and lane number changes will be investigated.
3.1. Bus stop effects on stopping points
With more than 300 nodes, 43R’s route is divided into pieces whose link size is 50m at maximum. The
connection nodes between those pieces is provided in one axis of Figure 4. The node which is close to all the
locations where buses stop is determined and shown as a bar chart. The number of stops made on a ‘node’ is divided
by ‘n, that is the number of journeys on that node’ shows the height of the bar chart. The journeys made during offpeak hours (11 a.m.-12 p.m.), peak hours (5-6 p.m.) and their cumulative is shown in 3 different graphics. The thin
vertical lines in different colors indicate the bus stops.
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Fig. 4. Stopping points on nodes of 43R route during peak, off-peak and cumulative time windows

Bus stops are obvious reasons of stopping behavior of public transportation vehicles. It is a primary discrepancy
from private vehicles data, which needs to be investigated in detail. As seen in Figure 4, there is a significant
likelihood in the data; a lot of stopping point peaks on bus stop indicators. However, there are stopping point peaks
that are located on places other than bus stops, even in off-peak periods.
3.2. Lane number change effects on stopping points
The reduction in the number of lanes causes bottleneck in the traffic9. Public transportation vehicles also
experience the bottleneck conditions if they are not separated from the road.
In Figure 5, peak, off-peak and cumulative stopping nodes´ distributions are plotted if the occurrence is more
than 50%. In another words, if a node is experiencing any stopping frequently, a vertical line is drawn on the plot.
The stopping data is filtered by .5, and if both peak and off-peak data intersect on a node, it is labelled as “Both”.
Black dots represent the bus stops.
The areas where the busses stop the most are shown with the bus stops and the lane numbers. If there were
frequent stops both in peak and off-peak hours, they were shown in red; if there were frequent stops only in off-peak
hours, with green; if only in peak hours, with blue. Frequent stops are taken from the graphics in Figure 4, and the
frequency of the stops in nodes are filtered with a minimum of 50%.
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Fig. 5. Lane numbers of route lines and stopping points during peak and off-peak hours with corresponding node points.

The number of lanes decrease 8 times on the route. Hotspots, namely stopping points of the buses, are mostly
located near lane drops as seen in Figure 5. The first congestion area started at the beginning of the route is ended
just after the location where the number of lane decreases from 3 lanes to 2 lanes, likewise hotspots near the third
such place near Balmumcu stop and sixth hotspot after Akmerkez. It is reasonable to conclude that the traffic slows
down due to the number of lane reductions near these areas and the traffic lights.
On the other hand, bus behavior is different on other locations where the number of lane is reduced in the route.
For example, the second such place before Beşiktaş Meydan stop and the fourth one before Zincirlikuyu do not
seem to cause any hotspots before that. However, it can be seen that there are stopping points near the bus stops that
are some of the most congested bus stops on the bus route and near the traffic lights.
The hotspot area between Çarşı and Etiler is in a congested region where the hotspots are at the peak hours only.
In this location, the reduction in the number of lane has no adverse effect on the traffic condition except during peak
hours due to lack of capacity. Clearly, 1-lane road is not sufficient for that specific traffic demand on peak hours.
That is why a new subway system is recently built for this area.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, the trajectory data of a specific bus line is analyzed to obtain traffic information of the network
around the selected bus route in Istanbul. The differences and similarities of traffic behaviors during peak and offpeak hours are determined. Effects of the bus stops and reduction of the number of lanes in the network are
investigated. Thus, the local traffic problems on the selected route are spotted in the light of obtained information.
This methodology can be easily implemented in cities which have immersive bus network all around the center.
It can also be used on areas that have difficulties implementing static detector technologies. For other areas, this data
can be used to validate the results from other traffic data collection technologies. In case all bus fleet have already
equipped with GPS tracking, it would be cost-free.
For further studies, cases where traffic information from the trajectory data of a bus fleet does not represent the
whole traffic behavior can be validated with detector data. In addition, the parameters affecting the location of the
problematic areas can be further investigated.
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